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Abstract
Alternative splicing is a key process in post-transcriptional regulation, by which di.erent ma-
ture RNA can be obtained from the same premessenger RNA. The resulting combinatorial com-
plexity contributes to biological diversity, especially in the case of the human immunode0ciency
virus HIV-1. Using a constraint programming approach, we develop a model of the alternative
splicing regulation in HIV-1. Our model integrates di.erent scales (single site vs. multiple sites),
and thus allows us to exploit several types of experimental data available to us.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Molecular biology is concerned with the study of three types of biological macro-
molecules: DNA, RNA, and proteins. Each of these molecules can initially be viewed
as a string on a 0nite alphabet: DNA resp. RNA are nucleic acids, made up of nu-
cleotides A,C,G,T resp. A,C,G,U. Proteins are sequences of amino acids. There exist
twenty amino acids, which may be represented by an alphabet of 20 letters. Molec-
ular biology studies the information <ow from DNA to RNA, and from RNA to
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Fig. 1. Information <ow in molecular biology.
proteins, see Fig. 1. In a 0rst step, called transcription, a substring of DNA (“gene”)
is transformed into messenger RNA (mRNA). In the second step, called translation,
the mRNA is translated into a protein, where each triplet of nucleotides encodes one
amino acid (“genetic code”).
In eukaryotes (i.e., organisms whose cells contain membrane-bound nuclei) and
viruses, transcription is followed by another process, which is alternative splicing [15].
In a 0rst step, the DNA molecule yields a premessenger RNA molecule, by construct-
ing a single-stranded copy of the double-stranded DNA, and by replacing T’s with
U’s. The premessenger RNA may be decomposed into a sequence of substrings called
exons and introns. During splicing, introns are removed. The remaining exons are con-
catenated and yield the 0nal messenger or mature RNA (mRNA). Alternative splicing
means that through the elimination of selected introns and exons, di.erent mature RNA
may be obtained from the same premessenger RNA. In other words, through alternative
splicing one and the same gene may code for a variety of proteins.
In our work, we are interested in the alternative splicing regulation of the human
immunode0ciency virus (HIV-1). The di.erent proteins that are obtained through this
phenomenon play a crucial role in the virus life cycle. Our goal in developing a com-
putational model of the alternative splicing regulation is to get a better understanding
of the virus life cycle, in particular the transition from the early to the late phase.
Recent biological studies [8] show that the alternative splicing regulation in HIV-1
depends on a certain class of proteins, so-called SR proteins (SR stands for Serine
ARginine rich). These proteins can be divided into two functional classes: they may
activate or they may inhibit splicing. The knowledge currently available from exper-
iments is limited. Each experiment focuses on one particular splicing site. In a 0rst
approach, we therefore model SR regulation in this restricted context. Using di.erential
equations, we develop a continuous model for the regulation of the A3 splicing site in
HIV-1. The qualitative behavior of the model depends on the values of the reaction
kinetic parameters. Experimental results available to us validate this 0rst approach in
the equilibrium phase. In a second step, we integrate the continuous single-site model
into a more global multi-site model that expresses the discrete switch from one splicing
site to another. This model goes beyond currently available experimental data, and thus
may indicate directions for further biological research. Our ultimate goal is to obtain a
model that can be validated qualitatively both on the scale of a single splicing site and
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on the scale of the whole HIV-1, and which represents the global e.ect of alternative
splicing in the HIV-1 life cycle.
We build our models in a constraint programming framework [2,3]. Constraint pro-
gramming seems well-suited for modeling biological systems because it allows one
to handle partial or incomplete information. Each constraint gives one piece of in-
formation on the system that is studied. The overall knowledge is accumulated in the
constraint store. The constraint engine available in constraint programming systems op-
erates on the constraint store. It may add new information to the store or check whether
some property is entailed by the information present in the store. While a constraint
model may be re0ned whenever additional biological knowledge becomes available, it
allows one to make useful inferences even from partial and incomplete information.
Therefore, constraint programming seems to be a natural computational approach to face
the current situation in systems biology as it is described by Palsson [18]: “Because
biological information is incomplete, it is necessary to take into account the fact that
cells are subject to certain constraints that limit their possible behaviors. By imposing
these constraints in a model, one can then determine what is possible and what is not,
and determine how a cell is likely to behave, but never predict its behavior precisely.”
The organization of the paper is as follows: we start in Section 2 with a description
of the biological process of alternative splicing regulation. Based on a number of
biological hypotheses, we develop in Section 3 a continuous model of the regulation
at one splicing site. This model includes competition and compensation of di.erent
proteins on two binding sites, ESE and ESS2. The single-site model is validated in a
qualitative way by extracting from the model a splice eLciency function, which can
be measured in experiments. In Section 4, we brie<y present the hybrid concurrent
constraint programming language Hybrid cc [9,10], and explain how it can be used
for modeling dynamic biological systems. In Section 5, we 0rst simulate the single-site
continuous model in this language. Then we derive a more global model involving
three generic splicing sites, which may be generalized to multiple sites. This means
that we model at two di.erent scales, using the splice eLciency function as a time-
scale abstraction of the local model of one site in the more global context of di.erent
sites. The three-site model uses the constraint solving and default reasoning facilities
of Hybrid cc. This allows us to make predictions on the global behavior even in the
absence of detailed local information on some of the splicing sites.
2. Alternative splicing: a biological problem for formals methods
2.1. The biological problem of alternative splicing regulation
The regulation of the splicing process depends on di.erent sites on the premessen-
ger RNA. The 0rst one is the donor site SD, located at the end of one exon, see
Fig. 2. Its main characteristic is a GU nucleic acid sequence motif. The other site is
the acceptor site SA located at the beginning of the next exon, which is characterized
by an AG motif. Together, they de0ne the intron to be excised from the premessenger
RNA. They permit the binding of a huge ribonucleoproteic complex: the spliceosome.
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Fig. 2. The splicing process operates in the intronic region of a premessenger RNA that lies between two
exons. The exons are delimited by the SD and SA binding sites. A 0rst reaction cuts the RNA at the SD
binding site. A second reaction cuts in the SA binding site. Each reaction requires ATP energy.
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Fig. 3. Obtaining di.erent mature RNA from the same premessenger RNA.
This complex is partially activated by another motif, the branching point BP. This
is another binding site contained inside the intron. The three sites permit the regula-
tion of the splicing process by activation of the spliceosome complex. The key to the
regulation is the choice of one acceptor and one donor site. The splicing activity is
determined by additional signals which activate or repress the splicing process.
Understanding the splicing process is a fundamental problem in molecular biology.
As illustrated by Fig. 3, various messenger RNA can be obtained from a unique pre-
messenger RNA through the elimination of di.erent introns and exons, and the junction
of the remaining exonic sequences. This process depends on the choice of the donor
and the acceptor sites.
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Fig. 4. Regulatory elements of the A3 splicing site. The exon delimited by the A3 acceptor site contains
the ESE and ESS2 binding sites, which bind ASF=SF2, SC35 and hnRNP A=B proteins. These regulatory
elements activate or repress the splicing reaction on the A3 site.
2.2. Alternative splicing in the context of HIV-1
In the life cycle of the human immunode0ciency virus HIV-1, splicing plays an
important role. The viral RNA either remains unchanged to serve as genomic RNA
for new virions, or it is spliced to allow for the production of virion proteins [25]. In
the HIV-1 case, the alternative splicing regulation involves 4 donor sites (SD) and 8
acceptor sites (SA), which may yield 40 mature messenger RNAs [19]. This diversity
is achieved by regulating the selection of the acceptor sites [17,19]. Protein factors
such as hnRNP and SR proteins control the regulation via speci0c binding sites on the
premessenger RNA. In general, SR proteins activate the splicing process by initializing
the splicing machinery.
In our study, we focus on the acceptor site A3. Inside the A3 splicing site, we
distinguish two protein binding sites, ESE and ESS2, see Fig. 4. Splicing can be
repressed by hnRNP A=B proteins via the ESS2 binding site [4,7]. Splicing can be
activated by the SR proteins SC35 and ASF=SF2 via the ESE binding site [20,21].
However, SC35 can also bind to the ESS2 site. The hypothesis underlying our model
is that the ratio of hnRNP A=B and SR proteins determines the splice eLciency at the
A3 site.
3. Modeling one splicing site
3.1. Biological hypotheses
We model the regulation by SR proteins in the restricted context of the A3 splicing
site under the following hypotheses, see Fig. 4:
• We study only one splicing site. Thus, we consider regulation at the scale corre-
sponding to our experimental results, which are measurements of the splice eLciency
given as the ratio of mature RNA over premessenger RNA.
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the splicing site regulation. The two splicing reactions are composed of
7 kinetic reactions.
• We suppose that the splicing process involves two reactions, relating three functional
classes of RNA, see Fig. 2: immature RNA (rna), intermediate RNA (irna), and
mature RNA (mrna). Intermediate RNA corresponds to immature RNA activated by
proteins. Mature RNA corresponds to mature RNA and introns in lariat.
• The protein concentration in experiments is saturated. Therefore, we assume that it
is constant, despite the binding of proteins to the RNA during regulation.
• SR proteins regulate the splicing process by initialization of the splicing machinery.
• Regulation is controlled by the ESE and ESS2 binding sites, which are
independent.
• The SR proteins ASF=SF2 and SC35 may activate the 0rst splicing reaction by bind-
ing to the site ESE. We assume that these two proteins compensate each
other.
• The hnRNP A=B proteins may inhibit the 0rst splicing reaction by binding to the
site ESS2. On the other hand, if the SC35 proteins bind to ESS2, this inhibits the
hnRNP A=B e.ect. Therefore we have a competitive inhibition between hnRNP A=B
and SC35.
These biological hypotheses are summarized in Fig. 5.
3.2. Mathematical model
Our biological hypotheses can be represented by a system of ordinary di.erential
equations inspired from a model by Monod [14]. In this model, the rate increase de-
pends on the external concentrations, which are limiting factors, and is controlled by
a Michaelis–Menten-type kinetics. In our case, we assume that the regulatory pro-
tein concentrations are the limiting factors. Such an approach is generally used in
ecological modeling, and is well-suited to describe systems that are only partially
known.
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Table 1
Symbols and units for the biological variables and parameters
Symbol Variables and parameters Unit
rna Immature RNA M
irna Intermediate RNA M
mrna Mature RNA M
ASF Protein ASF=SF2 M
SC Protein SC35 M
R Protein hnRNP A=B M
’ESE Maximal aLnity for the enhancer s−1
’R Maximal aLnity of hnRNP A=B s−1
kESE Half saturation coeLcient for the enhancer M
kSC Half saturation coeLcient for SC35 M
kR Half saturation coeLcient for hnRNP A=B M
 Reaction rate s−1
′ Reaction rate s−1
 Degradation coeLcient s−1
The single-site model that we obtain will later be integrated into a larger multi-site
model, see Section 5. We will describe the splicing process by seven kinetic reactions.
The symbols used are given in Table 1.
The reaction r1 represents the transformation of premessenger RNA to intermediate
RNA. It requires cooperation between ASF=SF2 and SC35 proteins for the regulation
of ESE. Since we assume compensation, only the sum of the two activator proteins is
important. We represent the reaction rate by a Michaelis–Menten function depending
on the quantity of immature RNA, and controlled by the sum of the proteins ASF=SF2
and SC35. The generic form of the Michaelis–Menten function, see e.g. [16], is:
v =
vmaxx
km + x
:
The curve expressing the relationship between v and x is given in Fig. 6. Here, vmax
is the maximum rate, and the Michaelis constant km is the value at which v is half
maximal. With x=ASF + SC and the notation from Table 1, we get:
r1 =
’ESE(ASF + SC)
kESE + (ASF + SC)
rna:
The reaction r2 represents the transformation of intermediate RNA to premessenger
RNA. It captures the antagonistic function of hnRNP A=B and SC35 proteins on the
site ESS2. We use a similar function as before. However, we now have a competitive
inhibition, see e.g. [13], between two species x and y. The generic form becomes
v =
vmaxx
km(1 +
y
ky
) + x
:
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Fig. 6. Michaelis–Menten function.
The factor (1 + y=ky) increases the value of km, see Fig. 6 for illustration. With
x=R and y= SC and the notation from Table 1, we get
r2 =
’RR
kR(1 + SCkSC ) + R
irna:
The reaction r3 represents the transformation of intermediate RNA to mature RNA
(mrna). We assume for this reaction a simple 0rst-order kinetics with a constant pa-
rameter . Similarly, r4 represents the reaction which transforms mature RNA to inter-
mediate RNA:
r3 = irna; r4 = ′mrna:
r5, r6 and r7 respectively, represent the degradation reaction of immature RNA, inter-
mediate RNA and mature RNA. Di.erent RNAs decrease proportionally to the same
degradation factor 
r5 = rna; r6 = irna; r7 = mrna:
We formalize the splicing process at site A3 by the system of di.erential equations,
see again Fig. 5,
d(rna)
dt
= r2 − r1 − r5;
d(irna)
dt
= r1 + r4 − r2 − r3 − r6;
d(mrna)
dt
= r3 − r4 − r7;
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which corresponds to
d(rna)
dt
=
’RR
kR(1 + SCkSC ) + R
irna− ’ESE(ASF + SC)
kESE + (ASF + SC)
rna− rna;
d(irna)
dt
=
’ESE(ASF + SC)
kESE + (ASF + SC)
rna− ’RR
kR(1 + SCkSC ) + R
irna
− irna+ ′mrna− irna;
d(mrna)
dt
= irna− ′mrna− mrna:
3.3. Validation of the regulatory system
The mathematical model of regulation at the acceptor site A3 can be directly sim-
ulated in the constraint programming language Hybrid cc, as will be shown in Sec-
tion 4. However, it should 0rst be validated with respect to existing biological knowl-
edge [1].
In our model, the RNA concentrations do not reach an equilibrium, i.e., a state in
which no further net change is occurring, but continue to decrease until total degrada-
tion of RNA. However, we may assume that the splicing reactions quickly reach an
equilibrium. In the equilibrium phase, we have r1 = r2, r3 = r4, which is equivalent to
’ESE(ASF + SC)
kESE + (ASF + SC)
rna =
’RR
kR(1 + SCkSC ) + R
irna; irna = ′mrna:
If we de0ne the splice eBciency by
eBciency(t) =
mrna(t)
rna(t)
;
we obtain the following formula for the splice eLciency in the equilibrium phase:
eBciencyeq =
’ESE(ASF + SC)(kRkSC + kRSC + RkSC)
′(kESE + ASF + SC)’RRkSC
:
According to our formula, the splice eLciency is
• an increasing function of the activators SC and ASF .
• a decreasing function of the inhibitor R.
Experimental results show that
• (mrna=rna)eq increases with an increase of activator proteins.
• (mrna=rna)eq decreases with an increase of inhibitor proteins.
Thus, the results of our model correlate with available experimental data. Therefore, we
may consider the model to be qualitatively validated under the hypotheses described
in Section 3.1. We next consider simulation in the concurrent constraint language
Hybrid cc.
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4. Hybrid concurrent constraint programming
To model alternative splicing regulation, we will use hybrid concurrent constraint
programming, Hybrid cc [9,10]. The general idea of constraint programming for
system modeling is that the user speci0es constraints on the behavior of the system
that is being studied. Each constraint expresses some partial information on the sys-
tem state. The constraint solver may check constraints for consistency or infer new
constraints from the given ones. In concurrent constraint programming (cc), di.erent
computational processes may run concurrently. Interaction is possible via the constraint
store. The store contains all the constraints currently known about the system. A pro-
cess may tell the store a new constraint, or ask the store whether some constraint is
entailed by the information currently available, in which case further action is taken
[22]. One major diLculty in the original cc framework is that cc programs can detect
only the presence of information, not its absence. To overcome this problem, Saraswat
et al. [23] proposed to add to the cc paradigm a sequence of phases of execution.
At each phase, a cc program is executed. At the end, absence of information is de-
tected, and used in the next phase. This results in a synchronous reactive programming
language, Timed cc. But, the question remains how to detect negative information
instantaneously. Default cc extends cc by a negative ask combinator if c else A,
which imposes the constraints of A unless the rest of the system imposes the constraint
c. Logically, this can be seen as a default. Introducing phases as in Timed cc leads
to Timed Default cc [24]. Only one additional construct is needed: hence A, which
starts a copy of A in each phase after the current one.
Hybrid cc [9,10], is an extension of Default cc over continuous time. First contin-
uous constraint systems are allowed, i.e., constraints may involve di.erential equations
that express initial value problems. Second, the hence operator is interpreted over
continuous time. It imposes the constraints of A at every real time instant after the
current one. The evolution of a system in Hybrid cc is piecewise continuous, with a
sequence of alternating point and interval phases. All discrete changes take place in a
point phase, where a simple Default cc program is executed. In a continuous phase,
computation proceeds only through the evolution of time. The interval phase, whose
duration is determined in the previous point phase, is exited as soon as the status of a
conditional changes [10]. Table 2 summarizes the basic combinators of Hybrid cc.
It has been argued in [2,3] that Hybrid cc is well-suited for modeling dynamic
biological systems. In addition to the general discussion in [3], we illustrate here by a
number of small examples, how the basic combinators of Hybrid cc can be applied
naturally to the study of biological systems.
4.1. Interval constraints and continuous dynamics
The Hybrid cc language that we are using is based on interval constraints [5]. This
means that variables are de0ned over an interval of real numbers, and computations are
done in interval arithmetic. This is very useful in biology, where typically parameters
and values are not exactly known.
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Table 2
Combinators of Hybrid cc
Agents Propositions
c c holds now
if c then A if c holds now, then A holds now
if c else A if c does not hold now, then A holds now
new X in A the variable X is local to A (hiding)
(A; B) both A and B hold now
hence A A holds at every instant after now
always A same as (A, hence A)
unless(c) A else B same as (if c then B, if c else A)
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Fig. 7. Enclosure for the dynamics of a molecular species with linear kinetics.
We illustrate this by a very simple example in Hybrid cc involving a single con-
straint on an interval variable x, see Fig. 7. Since we are reasoning about dynamical
systems, we use the always A combinator, expressing that A holds at every time
instant.
interval x;
x = [9.5,10];
always { x’ = -(2*x)/(15+x);
}
sample(x);
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4.2. Parallel composition
Hybrid cc allows for parallel composition of constraints. (A; B) imposes the con-
straints of both A and B. Operationally, the program (A; B) behaves like the simulta-
neous execution of both A and B. A and B may share common variables, and thus
communicate via the constraint store.
We illustrate parallel composition by a small Hybrid cc program specifying a
Michaelis–Menten kinetics. Consider two molecular species X and Y with concen-
trations x and y, and suppose X is transformed into Y . The initial concentration of X
lies in the interval [14; 14:5]. The production rate of Y depends on the concentration
of X according to the formula y′ =(vmax ∗ x)=(km+ x), for some constants vmax and km.
The concentration of X is reduced at the same rate. We add constraints x; y¿0 to say
that concentrations are non-negative, and constraints s= x + y, s′ =0 to express con-
servation of matter. The constraint solver computes enclosures for x and y, see Fig. 8.
In particular, we can observe that at the end of the experiment, the concentration of y
will be greater than the concentration of x. Interval constraints are particularly useful in
sensibility studies, where we can easily test the importance of one variable compared
to the others.
#define km 1.5
#define vmax 2
interval x,y,s;
x = [14,14.5]; /* Initialization */
y = 0;
always {
x’ = -(vmax*x)/(km+x); /* Michaelis-Menten kinetics */
y’ = (vmax*x)/(km+x);
x >= 0; /* Non-negative concentrations */
y >= 0;
s = x + y; /* Conservation of matter */
s’ = 0;
}
sample(x, y);
4.3. Conditionals and discrete change
In general, the dynamics of a system will depend on conditions. In Hybrid cc, we
may use the combinator if c then A expressing that if c holds now, then A holds now.
This allows one to make discrete changes to switch from one dynamics to another. The
next program models the situation that the transformation of X to Y gets activated if
a certain protein P reaches a threshold, see Fig. 9 (top) for illustration.
interval x, y, p;
x=[14,14.5];
y=0;
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Fig. 8. Enclosures for the dynamics of two molecular species with Michaelis–Menten kinetics. Due to the
constraints x; y¿0; (x + y)′ =0, the domain bounds get constant when the lower bound of x reaches 0.
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Fig. 9. Switching behavior for conditional (top) and default combinator (bottom).
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p=0.75;
always {
p’ = 1.5;
if (p >= 3)
{ x’ = -(vmax*x)/(km+x);
y’ = (vmax*x)/(km+x);
}
if (p < 3)
{ x’ = 0;
y’ = 0;
}
}
sample(p, x ,y);
Here, we have assumed that there is no uncertainty on the initial value of p. Without
this hypothesis, the constraint solver cannot decide between the two alternatives p¿3
and p¡3. In order to handle conditions in the presence of uncertainty, we use default
reasoning that we describe next.
4.4. Default behavior
The default combinator if c else A (or unless(c) A) expresses that A holds now,
if c will not hold now. Operationally, this means that the current store on quiescence
does not entail c. Note that unless(c) A is not equivalent to if ¬c then A. If A is
executed, this may have two reasons:
• The current store entails ¬c (in this case unless(c) A behaves like if ¬c then A),
or
• the current store neither entails c nor ¬c, i.e., it is not known whether or not c
holds. In this case, A is executed by default.
A is not executed, if the current store entails c.
We use the same example as before. The only di.erence is that the variable p
representing the protein concentration is initialized with the interval [0; 1]. As we can
see in Fig. 9 (bottom), the reaction gets activated when the lower bound for p reaches
the threshold.
interval x, y, p;
x=[14,14.5];
y=0;
p=[0,1];
always {
p’ = 1.5;
if ( p >= 3 )
{ x’ = -(vmax*x)/(km+x);
y’ = (vmax*x)/(km+x);
}
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unless (p >= 3)
{ x’ = 0;
y’ = 0;
}
}
sample(p, x ,y);
The default combinator is a convenient way of handling incomplete knowledge in
biology. In particular, we will use it in our multi-site model of alternative splicing
regulation in Section 5.2.
5. Modeling the alternative splicing regulation with Hybrid cc
5.1. Single-site model: local modeling
The single-site model from Section 3.2 with experimental values can be expressed
directly in Hybrid cc.
# define Pese 0.01 # define kr 0.01
# define Psc 0.2 # define k 0.19
# define Pr 0.4 # define kk 0.01
# define kese 0.35 # define SC 2
# define ksc 2 # define ASF 1.75
# define R 0.35
interval t, rna, irna, mrna;
t=0; rna = 0.06; irna = 0; mrna = 0;
always{
rna’ = (Pr*R*irna)/(kr*(1+(SC/ksc))+R)
-(Pese*(ASF+SC)*rna)/(kese+ASF+SC)
-delta*rna;
irna’ = (Pese*(ASF+SC)*rna)/(kese+ASF+SC)
-(Pr*R*irna)/(kr*(1+(SC/ksc))+R)
-k*irna+kk*mrna-delta*irna;
mrna’ = k*irna-kk*mrna-delta*mrna;
}
sample(rna, irna, mrna);
During the simulation, we obtain for the splice eLciency mrna=rna the equilibrium
predicted in Section 3.3, see Fig. 10. Under our hypotheses, which include protein
competition and compensation, the model correctly simulates the alternative splicing
activity at site A3. This supports the hypotheses made in the model such as the role
of the ESE and ESS2 binding sites.
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Fig. 10. Variation of RNA pool and splice eLciency in the splicing reaction.
5.2. Three-site model: global modeling
A realistic model of alternative splicing has to re<ect the combinatorial complexity
discussed in Section 2.2. Assuming that regulation is modular [12], the single-site model
may be seen as one module inside a larger framework. The qualitative validation given
in Section 3.3 justi0es the introduction of the single-site model into a larger-scale model
involving several splicing sites. To illustrate this, we consider the generic example of
three acceptor sites (A3, A4 and A7) associated with one donor site (SD), see Fig. 11.
Using time-scale abstraction, the behavior at one splicing site is captured by a sin-
gle function, the splice eLciency, which depends on the protein concentrations. This
function is used in a larger-scale global model that describes the choice between three
acceptor sites A3, A4 and A7. In the HIV-1 case, the A4 site is the default splicing
site. Only if the eLciency of A3 (effA3) or A7 (effA7) gets larger than the eLciency
of A4 (effA4), regulation switches to the other state. The sites A3, A4, and A7 exhibit
three generic behaviors, see also Fig. 12:
• A3 is a regulated site with known behavior.
• A7 is a regulated site with unknown behavior.
• A4 is an unregulated site, i.e., the behavior does not depend on protein concentra-
tions.
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Fig. 12. Biological information on three acceptor sites A3, A4, A7.
Current biological experiments give information on the local behavior at one site.
However, modeling the local behavior is not enough. In order to understand the global
splicing process, we must integrate several types of knowledge. On the one hand,
we have information on the local behavior at individual acceptor sites. On the other
hand, we have some information on the global behavior, like the default role of A4 or
the competition between di.erent acceptor sites. Constraint programming allows us to
integrate this information, and to produce a global model.
Recent work [6] shows the linearity of the splicing kinetics. Thus, on the larger scale,
we may consider splicing as a linear process described by three systems of ordinary
di.erential equations. For each acceptor site Ai, i∈{3; 4; 7}, we introduce one system
with four di.erential equations:
• ri1 represents the consumption of immature RNA if Ai is dominating.
• ri3 represents the production of mature RNA at A3.
• ri4 represents the production of mature RNA at A4.
• ri7 represents the production of mature RNA at A7.
kij is the kinetic constant for reaction rij.
A4 is the default splicing site. It is dominating unless the splice eLciency of A3
or A7 gets larger than the splice eLciency of A4. If this happens, A7 becomes the
default splicing site unless the eLciency of A3 gets larger than the eLciency of A7,
see Fig. 13. The local behavior at A3 has been described by the single-site model
given in Section 5.1. This model predicts the splice eLciency of A3 depending on the
protein concentrations.
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Fig. 13. Choice of the acceptor site A3, A4 or A7 depending on the splice eLciency.
In the Hybrid cc program given below, the concentration of SC35 is increased
linearly. Depending on the corresponding variation of the splice eLciency at A3, the
three-site model exhibits di.erent behaviors, characterized by the choice of one of
the three di.erential equation systems. The default behavior discussed before can be
expressed naturally in Hybrid cc using the combinator unless(c) A.
#define c1 2
#define c2 0.5
#define c3 0.8
#define c4 1
#define c5 0.9
#define c6 0.1
#define R 3.5
interval t, prot, effA3, effA4, effA7, rna, mrnaA3,
mrnaA4, mrnaA7;
t = 0;
rna = 10;
mrnaA3 = 0; /*known regulated acceptor site */
mrnaA4 = 0; /*unregulated acceptor site*/
mrnaA7 = 0; /*unknown regulated acceptor site*/
always { t’ = 10;
prot = 0.1*t; /* protein variation */
/* A3 efficiency depends on the protein concentration
A3 efficiency represents the local behavior of A3
(observer of A3) */
effA3 = c1*(prot+c2)*(c3*prot+c4)/(c5*(prot+c6));
6 <= effA4; effA4 <= 8; /* effA4 : efficiency domain of A4*/
7 <= effA7; effA7 <= 9; /* effA7 : efficiency domain of A7*/
}
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/* The behavior depends on the efficiency of
the 3 acceptor sites*/
always {
/* if A3 or A7 dominant */
if (effA3 >= effA4 || effA7 >= effA4) {
if (effA7 <= effA3) { /* splicing on A3 */
rna’ = -0.51 * rna - 0.01*rna;
mrnaA3’ = 0.4 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA3; /* A3 kinetics */
mrnaA4’ = 0.01 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA4; /* A4 kinetics */
mrnaA7’ = 0.1 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA7; /* A7 kinetics */
};
unless ((effA7 <= effA3)) { /*default splicing on A7*/
rna’ = -0.51 * rna - 0.01*rna;
mrnaA3’ = 0.1 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA3; /* A3 kinetics */
mrnaA4’ = 0.01 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA4; /* A4 kinetics */
mrnaA7’ = 0.4 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA7; /* A7 kinetics */
};
};
/* default splicing on A4 */
unless (effA3 >= effA4 || effA7 >= effA4) {
rna’ = -0.32 * rna - 0.01*rna;
mrnaA3’ = -0.01 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA3; /* A3 kinetics */
mrnaA4’ = 0.3 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA4; /* A4 kinetics */
mrnaA7’ = -0.01 * rna - 0.1*mrnaA7; /* A7 kinetics */
};
};
sample(prot, effA3, rna, mrnaA3, mrnaA4, mrnaA7);
According to the semantics of the default combinator, the A4 site will be chosen if
the solver cannot deduce that (effA3¿effA4) or (effA7¿effA4). This may have
two reasons:
• (effA3¿effA4) or (effA7¿effA4) is false, i.e., (effA3¡effA4) and (effA7
¡effA4), or
• it is not known whether (effA3¿effA4) or (effA7¿effA4) holds (default be-
havior).
Thus A4 is the default site if the splice eLciency of A3 and A7 is not suLciently high.
If A3 or A7 dominate A4, then A7 is the default splicing site, unless A3 dominates
A7.
Simulation in Hybrid cc yields the behavior shown in Fig. 14. First mrnA4 is
produced, i.e., the default site A4 is active. When effA3 passes the upper threshold
for effA4, site A7 gets activated, and mrnA7 is produced. Finally, when effA3 further
increases and passes the upper threshold for effA7, site A3 gets activated and we
observe production of mrnA3, while the concentrations of mrnA4 and mrnA7 become
stationary.
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Fig. 14. Variation of mRNA production depending on a variation of SR proteins.
Basically, the model gives to the biologist three qualitative states: 0rst splicing at
the A4 site, second splicing at the A7 site, and 0nally splicing at the A3 site. The
constraint programming system can compute enclosures for the three biological states,
despite the variation in the concentrations of SR proteins. The enclosure is an important
qualitative information to extend the single-site to a multi-site model. Hybrid cc per-
mits a qualitative validation of the model, although the currently available information
on the alternative splicing regulation in HIV-1 is incomplete.
6. Conclusion and further research
Our approach combines mathematical and computational methods. Mathematical anal-
ysis allows us to validate the single-site model in a qualitative way, based on the
experimental data obtained in our group. The validation shows the consistency of our
biological hypotheses. In a second step, we can extract the splice eLciency as a time-
scale abstraction of the local behavior at one site inside a more global model involving
di.erent sites. For the experimental biologist, the single-site model may serve as a
computational tool to evaluate his knowledge on a 0ne-grained biological process.
On the computational side, the constraint solving and default reasoning capabilities
of Hybrid cc allow us to exploit as much as possible the incomplete knowledge of
our system. Default behavior may compensate the lack of experimental data. Using
constraint programming, we can delimit with our model the possible splicing behavior.
This provides a powerful tool for qualitative validation.
Combining mathematical analysis and computational methods is the key to extending
the single-site model to a multi-site model as described in this paper. It leads to the
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qualitative validation represented by the extraction of the splice eLciency function.
The splice eLciency characterizes the modularity of the regulation. Thus, the one-site
behavior is represented in the three-site model, based on the single-site splice eLciency.
The extraction of a suitable criterion on the smaller scale is crucial to understanding an
experimental process from a systems biology perspective. Furthermore, constraints can
be used to handle the problem of missing data in time-scale abstraction of a single-
site model in a more global multi-site model. Di.erent scales usually correspond to
biological experiments yielding di.erent types of results. Despite the variety of possible
experiments, these must be integrated into a global model in order to better understand
the biological process.
Modeling alternative splicing requires a close interaction between biological and
computational approaches. In the context of alternative splicing regulation, we are cur-
rently working on new experimental data for the quantitative validation of our models.
On the computational side, we have integrated our model into a general model of the
HIV-1 life cycle [11]. Preliminary results show that the modi0cation of a splice con-
stant may induce di.erent behaviors in the HIV-1 life cycle model. Using the extended
model, we may validate several biological hypotheses on the global e.ect of alternative
splicing in the full HIV-1 life cycle.
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